Jaffe Center at FAU to Host Origami Artist Andrew Hudson for Feb. 25 Workshops

The Arthur and Mata Jaffe Center at Florida Atlantic University will host origami artist Andrew Hudson for workshops on Saturday, Jan. 19 at noon and at 4 p.m. at the center, third floor east, FAU’s Wimberly Library, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton campus. Hudson will teach “Modern Concepts in Traditional Origami,” a workshop on traditional origami models as well as modern concepts, including crease-and-collapse approaches, computational origami and tessellations, from noon to 3 p.m. The artist will demonstrate “Stylistic Differences in Origami Rabbits” from 4 to 7 p.m. Costs for one workshop is $30 for FAU students; $40 for the public; and $35 for FAU faculty, staff and students from other institutions. Costs for both workshops are $50 for FAU students; $70 for the public; and $60 for FAU faculty, staff and students from other institutions. For more information or to register, call the Arthur and Mata Jaffe Center for Book Arts at 561-297-0455 or visit www.jaffecollection.org and click “workshops.”

Hudson began folding paper at age 4 during a year abroad while his parents were teaching English in Japan. Born in 1990, he grew up native to the advancements in technique that transformed the art during the 1980s. Hudson’s work is featured in “Born from Folding: The Art & Science of Origami,” an exhibition of astonishingly beautiful geometric designs by paper folding artists around the world that the Jaffe Center is hosting in the library through Monday, Feb. 25.